TERRA ALBA:
WHITE LAND-TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE WHITE LIVING SPACE
1) FARM
investors: financed by a) outside party who receives payment in crop yield, as a vacation
or survival retreat
b) as a cooperative by many investors who either live there or as above
-possibly rent out some of the land to other farmers for a time/seasonally or to learn
from them/employment
location: must have: land: ability to produce crops(eg. Fertile soil) or animal
products( milk, meat, eggs), eg grass/grazing land; in the case of chickens exclusively
any time of land is fine)
-nearby clean water source
-proximity to populace regions(depends on purpose: closer=more notorious)
permaculture/type: crops: hemp(seed; paper source for sale,etc.);
tomatoes(greenhouses); rotational crops; dandelions
livestock: chickens; goats; cows
community: members: known/trustworthy white nationalists; strangers recruited through
organization
vetting/selection of members(refer to ‘White Nationalist Organizational Handbook’)
Security Measures: a)land: treeline around land(see out and obscure view into
compound); electrified barbed wire perimeter fence
b)compound: seacan bunker(s) underground (either underneath dwellings or outside
connected w/ tunnel or not)
-concrete/stone wall around w/ wrought iron spike railing w/gunports
-guard dogs(German Shepard; Doberman; Rottweiler)
-underground tunnels between buildings,etc.
-constellation of out buildings arranged in circular pattern for dwelling area with main
house being centralized and surrounded by security shacks/dwellings(eg. Mobile homes;
RVs; seacans; buildings; cabins with metal siding,etc.)
-security cameras positioned around compound perimeter(in bubble w/ rotational/zoom
function controlled from main dwelling or security outposts)
-society: lebensborn(main building or close by): white women invited for free living to
build the community similar to Mormon polygamy
-structured around the farm manager(Fuhrer Princip)

2) The White House
apartment block or large multi room dwelling
-could be used as an official or unofficial HQ for an organization and populated by its
members exclusively. Security staff on hand 24/7. in:
a) predominantly white area(town; suburb,etc.)
b) brick or concrete preferably or solid(architecture) pre-1950s old building(eg. Manor
house)
c) basement converted to bunker
d)chicken coup/greenhouse if allowed by law)
security features:
-security film+bars on windows
-concrete wall+wrought iron spiked fence+hedges
-security cameras monitored from within as above
purchased: by : a) investor who collects discounted rent from pro-white people(or not)
and possibly lives in it himself
b)by a collective and turned into a cooperative/condo(officially recognized by law or
not)
-each member owns(officially or no) their own room/floor/section of the place
sources: www.absolutewhite.xyz
Ragnar Benson, “The Modern Survial Retreat”; “Dirt Cheap Survival Retreat”;
BackWoods Magazine(homesteading);
Start your Own TERRA ALBA community today in your local area or relocate with
others or by yourself and create a living space for the future of the White Race!

